VII. Crime Scene Documentation and Analysis

The Providence Police Department Bureau of Criminal Identification (BCI) responded to the scene of the motor vehicle crash to conduct the crime scene documentation and analysis. All physical evidence and the suspect vehicle were seized by the Providence Police. Additionally, Providence Police photographed and seized two (2) air rifles located inside the suspect vehicle. The air rifles were identified as a Daisy Powerline 880 and a Daisy Red Ryder 4.5 mm.

It should be noted that a review of the operation manuals for both the Daisy Powerline 880 air rifle and the Daisy Red Ryder 4.5 mm air rifle, revealed the following:

- Daisy Powerline 880 air rifle is identified as a high power air rifle that can be dangerous from a distance of up to two hundred fifty-nine (259) yards away and misuse, or careless use can result in serious injury or death.

- Daisy Red Ryder 4.5 mm air rifle is identified as a spring air rifle that can be dangerous from a distance of up to two hundred twelve (212) yards away and misuse or careless use can result in serious injury, particularly to the eye.

Detectives from the Providence Police BCI Unit additionally seized one (1) black knit ski mask, one (1) teal colored "durag" head wrap, one (1) white/pink iPhone, one (1) LG cellular telephone in a blue case from the area of the motor vehicle crash located at the corner of Salmon Street and King Street in the City of Providence.
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The black convertible BMW bearing Wyoming registration...
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A blue “durag” and a black knit ski mask located in the roadway on Salmon Street, near the operator side of the black convertible BMW.
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Daisy PowerLine 880 Air Rifle
Warning label etched on Daisy PowerLine 880 Air Rifle (WARNING: MISUSE OR CARELESS USE MAY CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. FOR USE BY AGES 16 OR OLDER.)
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